


Praise for Going Digital

‘Here is the essential guide to how managers should adapt their 
businesses to the digital revolution. Written by a journalist who was 
the driving force behind the shift from print to digital in the Financial 
Times newsroom, the book offers many examples of how to change 
mindsets and work practices – and keep employees on board.’

Lionel Barber, Editor of The Financial Times 2005–2020

‘Digital transformation is a daunting challenge. This wise, expert and 
supremely practical guide is an invaluable aid to navigating the nitty 
gritty of pushing digital change into the heart of your organisation. 
If you need to know where lean stops and agile starts, and how to 
craft a vision that truly heralds change this is the book for you. Highly 
recommended.’

Prof. Dr Lucy Kueng, digital transformation expert; 
Senior Fellow, Reuters Institute, Oxford University

‘This is an ideal guide for anyone working in an industry where change 
is the only constant. Drawing on the experiences and advice of those 
who’ve been there before, it takes the mystery out of transformation 
showing the way to success in a digital world.’

Liz Hannam, Head of News, ITV News Central 

‘Going Digital is an essential survival kit in our journey of a constantly 
changing environment, giving the reader the inside and real view 
from champions behind the scenes sharing their tips on how to drive 
change at companies. It will become your bedside book.’

Berta Merelles, Senior Director,  
BTS Global Consultancy

‘This book frames and filters that bigger dataset helping to benchmark 
one’s own experience with examples from peers who faced similar 
challenges. Its value lies there, providing an understanding on how 
they responded and what succeeded, helping to lay out your own 
tailored approaches to these relatable problems.
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The book serves that practical purpose. It is a great read and I was 
pleased to find out how many of the experiences paralleled what I 
had also encountered these past 18 months. It felt immediately like a 
validation that my journey was not uncommon and that I could learn 
something of value to my aspirations through the anecdotes of others.’

James Murray, Co-founder  
and Chief Engineer, Offworld.ai
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At Pearson, we believe in learning – all kinds of learning for all 
kinds of people. Whether it’s at home, in the classroom or in 

the workplace, learning is the key to improving our life chances.

That’s why we’re working with leading authors to bring you the 
latest thinking and best practices, so you can get better at the 
things that are important to you. You can learn on the page or 
on the move, and with content that’s always crafted to help 

you understand quickly and apply what you’ve learned.

If you want to upgrade your personal skills or accelerate your 
career, become a more effective leader or more powerful 

communicator, discover new opportunities or simply find more 
inspiration, we can help you make progress in your work and life.

Every day our work helps learning flourish, and wherever 
learning flourishes, so do people.

To learn more, please visit us at www.pearson.com/uk

The Financial Times
With a worldwide network of highly respected journalists, 

The Financial Times provides global business news, insightful 
opinion and expert analysis of business, finance and politics. 

With over 500 journalists reporting from 50 countries 
worldwide, our in-depth coverage of international news is 
objectively reported and analysed from an independent, 

global perspective.

To find out more, visit www.ft.com
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From Lyndsey Jones

For David, my husband, sounding board and tactician

From Balvinder Singh Powar

For Satinder ‘Sunny’ Singh Powar, my identical twin; even though  
you are far away, this book is a way to honour your inspiration, creativity 

and memory
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➨

Pearson’s Commitment to  
Diversity, Equity and Inclusion
Pearson is dedicated to creating bias-free content that reflects the 
diversity, depth and breadth of all learners’ lived experiences. We 
embrace the many dimensions of diversity including, but not limited 
to, race, ethnicity, gender, sex, sexual orientation, socioeconomic 
status, ability, age and religious or political beliefs.

Education is a powerful force for equity and change in our world. 
It has the potential to deliver opportunities that improve lives and 
enable economic mobility. As we work with authors to create content 
for every product and service, we acknowledge our responsibility to 
demonstrate inclusivity and incorporate diverse scholarship so that 
everyone can achieve their potential through learning. As the world’s 
leading learning company, we have a duty to help drive change and 
live up to our purpose to help more people create a better life for 
themselves and to create a better world.

Our ambition is to purposefully contribute to a world where:

•  Everyone has an equitable and lifelong opportunity to succeed 
through learning.

•  Our educational products and services are inclusive and represent 
the rich diversity of learners.

•  Our educational content accurately reflects the histories and lived 
experiences of the learners we serve.

•  Our educational content prompts deeper discussions with students 
and motivates them to expand their own learning and worldview.

We are also committed to providing products that are fully accessible 
to all learners. As per Pearson’s guidelines for accessible educational 
Web media, we test and retest the capabilities of our products against 
the highest standards for every release, following the WCAG guidelines 
in developing new products for copyright year 2022 and beyond. You 
can learn more about Pearson’s commitment to accessibility at: 
https://www.pearson.com/us/accessibility.html
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While we work hard to present unbiased, fully accessible content, we 
want to hear from you about any concerns or needs regarding this 
Pearson product so that we can investigate and address them.

•  Please contact us with concerns about any potential bias at: 
 https://www.pearson.com/report-bias.html

•  For accessibility-related issues, such as using assistive technology 
with Pearson products, alternative text requests, or accessibility 
documentation, email the Pearson Disability Support team at: 

 disability.support@pearson
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ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Lyndsey Jones is the lead author who was inspired to write Going Digital 
after spending several years leading digital transformation projects at the 
Financial Times.

She is currently a consultant, strategic advisor and coach working with 
media companies across Africa and Europe on digital transformation of 
their newsrooms, from operations to content strategy. She is also an inter-
national speaker, guest lecturer and business mentor.

As an executive editor at the FT, she played a key role in streamlining 
editorial operations and reshaping the newsroom to shift its main focus and 
mindset from print to digital publishing and collaborating with colleagues, 
teams and the union to secure buy-in to change.

Lyndsey was the architect of the ‘broadcast schedule’ aligning content 
publication with peak audiences to boost traffic, engagement and sub-
scription revenue. She also devised and implemented a content reduction 
strategy to allow resources to focus on delivering the FT’s gold standard 
journalism in digital formats.

Balvinder Singh Powar is the co-author and an adjunct professor and 
business mentor at IE Business School in Madrid, specialising in leader-
ship, team management and motivation, innovation culture, mediation and 
conflict resolution, and entrepreneurship globally.

He co-developed a system called ‘Unfold Work’ in 2019 on how to cre-
ate effective virtual hybrid teams with a focus on ‘distributed work’, where 
group interaction, neuroscience and agile and lean methodologies are key.

He is also a founding partner, board member and director at Booster 
Space Industries and Aerdron, which are both new space/aerospace 
consultancies.

Balvinder is passionate about the importance of building strong and 
effective teams and enabling projects, which push boundaries. He is a 
strong advocate of self-empowerment and pro-activeness to achieve one’s 
goals, with his favourite quote being that of Mahatma Gandhi: “Be the 
change you want to see in the world.”

In 2015 he became a business mentor at The Founder Institute, one of 
the largest start-up networks. In 2017 he became a partner at B-Scaled, 
a consultancy helping mainly tech start-ups to find clients and investment 
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globally. His current focus is on wellbeing projects in the therapy, mindful-
ness and hydroponic food production sectors.

English of Indian origin, and resident in Spain, he is a business and 
finance graduate who also studied a masters in mediation from the Uni-
versity of London. He has extensive experience leading business, social, 
cultural, media and technology projects in Spain and internationally.
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